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1. Introdu tion.

T (·)x (x ∈ X )

(1.1)

Given a C0 -semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Bana h spa e X we all an orbit

stable if

lim kT (t)xk = 0.

t→∞

If (1.1) holds for every x ∈ X then we all (T (t))t≥0 stable. For single bounded
operators, i.e. for dis rete operator semigroups, on a Bana h spa e the on ept of stability
is dened similarly.
It is the purpose of this survey to present a new and unied look on the theory of
stability of operator semigroups. Our emphasis is put on the ideas, methods and tools,
both for general and on rete semigroups. We give neither a omplete overview over
existing results nor a histori al a ount on them.
Sin e the birth of semigroup theory and general operator theory, the theory of stability
of operator semigroups has attra ted a lot of attention due to several reasons.
First, the theory of stability is important sin e stable C0 -semigroups orrespond oneto-one to asymptoti ally stable (in the sense of Lyapunov) well-posed abstra t linear
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Cau hy problems. The on ept of asymptoti stability is fundamental in the theory of
ordinary and partial dierential equations. This puts stability theory on the ground of
(real world) appli ations.
The theory of stability is also important sin e stability plays a entral role in the
stru tural theory of operators; as examples, we mention the lassi ation of ontra tion
semigroups, invariant subspa e theory, similarity and quasisimilarity problems, dilations
and fun tional al uli; see [SNF70℄, [Bea88℄, [Kub97℄, [Atz84℄, [Kér94℄, [AE98℄, [ARS04a℄,
[ARS04b℄, [AM04℄.
Se ond, the theory of stability is ri h in what on erns the methods and ideas, and
this shall be a main point of this survey. The re ent advan es deeply intera t with modern
topi s from omplex fun tion theory, harmoni analysis, the geometry of Bana h spa es,
and spe tral theory. These intera tions lead sometimes to unexpe ted byprodu ts: new
stru ture theorems for the invariant subspa es of a Bergman shift [ARS04a℄, [ARS04b℄,
new maximum prin iples for harmoni fun tions [BCT05℄ or new tauberian theorems
[Kor02℄, [ABHN01℄, [Chi98℄, [BNR98b℄. This point shows that the theory deserves attention not only from the applied point of view.
Third, the theory of stability is interesting sin e it has un overed intimate relations
between seemingly unrelated areas and highlighted existing links between dierent mathemati al subje ts; see also above.
Finally, the theory of stability is hallenging. Despite the denite progress whi h
has been made sin e the breakthrough papers [AB88℄ and [LV88℄, in our opinion the
major advan es in the theory of stability and the understanding of their pla e among
other mathemati al theories ( omplex fun tion theory, operator theory, partial dierential
equations) still await their development.
During the last de ade, the two surveys [Bat94℄, [V
u97℄ and the two monographs
[Nee96℄, [ABHN01℄ on the subje t have appeared. However, these mainly dis uss spe tral
onditions for stability (see Se tions 4 and 5) while we in addition on entrate on onditions involving the boundary behaviour of the resolvent of the generator (Se tions 6, 8
and 9). Moreover, we dis uss spe ial but important lasses of semigroups su h as positive
semigroups (Se tion 7), semigroups on Hilbert spa es (Se tion 8), semigroups on Bana h
spa es with Fourier type (Se tion 9), and evolution semigroups (Se tion 10). We hope that
those who already beneted from reading the above mentioned a ounts will nd quite a
few new attra tions in this survey. In addition to new aspe ts in the theory we sometimes
give new proofs, interpretations and examples regarding older results. Certainly, all the
priorities we set and all the omments ree t our personal point of view. Due to our
ba kground most of the results in the survey are formulated for C0 -semigroups. But with
a few ex eptions, there are always dis rete ounterparts. We believe that there should be
no di ulty in nding the orresponding statements for dis rete semigroups.
Also in order to limit the size of the survey, omissions of several topi s were unavoidable. In parti ular, we do not dis uss other types of asymptoti behaviour (e.g.
asymptoti almost periodi ity) whi h are from the point of view of appli ations and
te hniques of proofs strongly onne ted to stability. We also do not dis uss individual
stability and appli ations of the stability theory to PDEs or to abstra t operator theory.
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We have omitted the stability theory of Markov operators (with appli ations to PDEs),
the Katznelson-Tzafriri theory for positive operators (in luding the 0 − 2 law), and nonlinear aspe ts of stability. We hope to dis uss these topi s in the future also in onne tion
with the theory presented here.
2. Tools for stability. We need to dene or to introdu e some on epts or tools whi h
are frequently used in the study of stability of operator semigroups and whi h will appear
throughout this survey.
2.1.

Basi notation. Throughout, X will be a ( omplex) Bana h spa e and L(X) the

spa e of bounded operators on X . A C0 -semigroup on X is denoted by T or (T (t))t≥0 , and
A is its generator. If T ∈ L(X), then (T n )n≥0 is the orresponding dis rete semigroup.
Sometimes, T will be alled the generator of this dis rete semigroup.
By X ∗ we denote the dual spa e of X , and by A∗ , T (t)∗ , and T ∗ adjoint operators on
the dual spa e. Given some operator A, we let ̺(A), σ(A), σp (A) and σap (A) denote the
resolvent set, the spe trum, the point spe trum, and the approximative point spe trum,
respe tively. For every λ ∈ ̺(A), we let R(λ, A) := (λ − A)−1 be the resolvent of A. The
kernel and the range of an operator A will be denoted by Ker A and Rg A, respe tively.

Lapla e, Fourier and Carleman transform. For every weakly measurable (weak*
measurable, if X is a dual spa e) fun tion f : R+ → X of exponential growth we dene
the Lapla e transform fˆ by
Z ∞
ˆ
e−λt f (t) dt
f (λ) :=

2.2.

0

for all λ ∈ C for whi h the integral above exists in the weak sense (resp. weak* sense).
The Lapla e transform fˆ is analyti in some right half plane of C.
If f is bounded, then fˆ is at least analyti in the open right half plane C+ := {λ ∈
C : Re λ > 0}. It is well known that if A generates a C0 -semigroup (T (t))t≥0 , then
T̂ (λ)x = R(λ, A)x, i.e. the resolvent is the Lapla e transform of the semigroup.
For a fun tion f ∈ L∞ (R; X) (or any ve tor-valued tempered distribution) we denote
by Ff the distributional Fourier transform, i.e. Ff is the element of the spa e S ′ (R; X) :=
L(S(R), X) of all ve tor-valued S hwartz distributions whi h is given by

hFf, ϕi := hf, Fϕi,

ϕ ∈ S(R).

Note that for S hwartz test fun tions or L1 fun tions ϕ, we dene the Fourier transform
Fϕ by
Z
e−iβt ϕ(t) dt, β ∈ R.
Fϕ(β) :=
R

For every weakly measurable (weak* measurable, if X is a dual spa e) fun tion f :
R → X of subexponential growth (i.e. supt∈R e−ω|t| kf (t)k < ∞ for every ω > 0) we dene
the Carleman transform fˆ by
( R ∞ −λt
e f (t) dt,
Re λ > 0,
0
ˆ
f (λ) :=
R0
− −∞ e−λt f (t) dt, Re λ < 0.
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The Carleman transform fˆ is analyti in C\iR. The set of singular points of fˆ on iR
will be alled the Carleman spe trum of f. There will be no ambiguity in the notation
of the Lapla e and the Carleman transform. For the theory of Lapla e and Carleman
transforms we refer to [ABHN01℄ and [Prü93℄, for that of Fourier transforms to [S h57,
S h58℄.
2.3. Fra tional powers of se torial operators. We all a losed, densely dened operator
A se torial if there exists θ ∈ (0, π) su h that the spe trum of A is ontained in the losure
of the se tor Σθ := {λ ∈ C : | arg λ| < θ} and su h that λR(λ, A) is uniformly bounded
outside every larger se tor Σθ′ . For every se torial operator A and every holomorphi
2
s
fun tion f : Σθ′ → C satisfying |f (λ)| ≤ M | 1+λ
λ | (s > 0) one an dene a losed
operator f (A) by the formula

f (A) := (f ϕk )(A)(A(I + A)−2 )−k ,
where ϕ(λ) =

λ
(1+λ)2

and k ∈ N is hosen large enough so that the integral
Z
1
k
f (λ)ϕk (λ)R(λ, A)x dλ
(f ϕ )(A) :=
2πi ∂Σθ′

onverges absolutely. Using this fun tional al ulus, one obtains for f (λ) = λγ the fra tional power Aγ (γ ∈ R), and it is lear that Aγ Aν = Aγ+ν when suitably interpreted;
see [M I86℄, [Haa06℄. This denition of fra tional powers is onsistent with the lassi al
denitions from [Bal60℄, [Kom66℄, or [MS01, Denition 3.1.1℄.
If A generates a bounded C0 -semigroup, then for every β ∈ R the operator iβ − A
is se torial, and therefore the fra tional powers (iβ − A)γ are well dened. Note that
Rg (iβ − A)γ ⊃ Rg (iβ − A)ν whenever ν > γ . This in lusion is stri t in general.
If λ ∈ C+ and γ > 0, then, by [MS01, Lemma 6.1.5℄, we also have the representation
Z ∞
1
γ
e−λt tγ−1 T (t)x dt, Re λ > 0, x ∈ X,
R(λ, A) x =
Γ(γ) 0

By this representation, (Reλ)γ R(λ, A)γ is a fra tional Abel mean of the semigroup
(e−iImλt T (t))t≥0 for xed Imλ (see also the mean ergodi theorem below).
Fra tional powers will play a ru ial role in relating stability onditions for semigroups
on Bana h spa es to the Fourier type of these spa es; see Se tions 8 and 9 below.
R∞
2.4. Ergodi theory. Given f ∈ L∞ (R+ ; X), we all (λγ /Γ(γ)) 0 e−λt tγ−1 f (t) dt, λ > 0,
the (fra tional ) Abel mean of order γ > 0. It is well known (see [ABHN01, Chapter 4℄)
that if limt→∞ f (t) = f∞ exists, then the Abel means of any order onverge to the same
limit f∞ as λ tends to 0+.
Consequently, if a C0 -semigroup is stable, then the Abel means onverge to zero. Sin e
the Lapla e transform of the semigroup is the resolvent of the generator, the onvergen e
of Abel means an be expressed in terms of properties of the resolvent or of spe tral
properties of the generator. This gives simple ne essary stability onditions and shows
lose ties between stability and mean ergodi ity of semigroups.
These ne essary stability onditions are expressed in the following mean ergodi theorem whi h deals also with fra tional Abel means. The general ase (γ 6= 1) has been
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proved in [Kom69, Proposition 2.3, Theorem 2.4℄, [Wes98, Theorem 2.4℄. For the lassi al
ase γ = 1, see for example [Yos78, Se tion VIII.4℄ or [ABHN01, Corollary 4.3.2℄.
(Mean Ergodi Theorem). Let A be the generator of a bounded C0 -semigroup on a Bana h spa e X , and let γ > 0. Then:
(1) The following assertions are equivalent.
(i) limλ→0 λγ R(λ, A)γ =: P exists strongly.
(ii) X = Ker A ⊕ Rg A.
If (i) and (ii) hold, then P is the proje tion onto Ker A along Rg A.
If X is reexive, then (i) and (ii) are always true.
(2) limλ→0 R(λ, A)γ x =: y exists if and only if x ∈ Rg (−A)γ , and in this ase y ∈
D((−A)γ ) ∩ Rg (A) and x = (−A)γ y .

Theorem 2.1

A semigroup (T (t))t≥0 satisfying either of the equivalent onditions (1)(i) or (1)(ii)
will be alled mean ergodi . We note that the relations between fra tional powers of
(bounded) operators and ergodi properties of their orresponding dis rete semigroups
were re ently thoroughly investigated in [DL01℄.
Sin e a semigroup (T (t))t≥0 is stable if and only if (eiβt T (t))t≥0 is stable for all β ∈ R,
the mean ergodi theorem (or a simple dire t reasoning) implies the following.

Let A be the generator of a stable C0 -semigroup on X . Then Rg (iβ−A)
is dense in X for every β ∈ R or, equivalently, σp (A∗ ) ∩ iR is empty.
Corollary 2.2.

Note that for bounded C0 -semigroups, σp (A) ∩ iR ⊂ σp (A∗ ) ∩ iR [AB88, Lemma 2.3℄,
and the two sets are equal if X is reexive.

2.5.

Edge-of-the wedge theorems. It has been shown re ently in several arti les how ri-

teria for the analyti extendability of analyti fun tions a ross a linear boundary an be
applied in order to obtain stability. Su h riteria are provided by so- alled edge-of-thewedge theorems. In the lassi al edge-of-the-wedge theorem the equality of distributional
boundary values of analyti fun tions dened on the two sides of a linear boundary suf es for obtaining analyti extendability. However, for the study of stability, more subtle
edge-of-the-wedge theorems dealing only with pointwise boundary values are needed.
First theorems of this kind have been proved in [Wol47, Theorem D℄ and [Car44℄; see
also [Tom01, Theorem 4.4℄ for a orre ted version of [Wol47, Theorem D℄ with a dierent
proof. These results were extended in [CT04, Theorem 3.1℄ and nally improved to the
following version from [BCT05, Theorem 5.4℄. It is of independent interest for omplex
fun tion theory.
In order to formulate the theorem, we dene the re tangle
(2.1)
and for θ ∈ (0,

π
2)

R := {z ∈ C : −1 ≤ Re z ≤ 1, −1 ≤ Im z ≤ 1},

we let

Σθ := {z ∈ C : θ < arg z < π − θ}.

(Edge-of-the-wedge). Let f : R\R → C be analyti , and dene F : R\R →
by F (z) = f (z) − f (z̄) (z ∈ R\R). Assume that

Theorem 2.3

C
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(1)

there exists a onstant m ≥ 0 su h that
sup
α∈(−1,1)

(2)

|f (α + iβ)| = O(|β|−m ),

β → 0,

there exist a measurable fun tion G : R\R → R+ and a ontinuous fun tion
su h that |F | ≤ G · H ,

H : R\R → R+
(2.2)

sup kG(· + iβ)kL1 < ∞,

β∈(0,1)

and there exists θ0 ∈ (0, π2 ) su h that
(2.3)

lim

z→α
z∈α+Σθ
0

H(z) = 0

for every α ∈ (−1, 1).

Then the fun tion f admits an analyti extension to R.
2.6. Two examples. Throughout this survey most of the statements will be illustrated
on the following two basi examples of stable semigroups. The examples were used for
the study of stability in [BNR98a℄, [dLVW02℄ and [CT03℄. Choosing appropriate weights
allows one to he k for optimality of the theorems presented below.

In the rst example, hoose ω : R+ → (0, ∞) a ontinuous and nonin reasing fun tion su h that

Example 2.4.

(i) limt→+∞ ω(t) = 0, and
(ii) the fun tion 1/ω is of subexponential growth on R+ .
Let Xp = Lp (R+ ; ω(t)dt) (1 ≤ p < ∞), and onsider the right-shift C0 -semigroup
(S(t))t≥0 dened by
(
f (s − t), s ≥ t ≥ 0,
(2.4)
(S(t)f )(s) :=
f ∈ Xp .
0,
0 ≤ s < t,
An easy al ulation shows that the semigroup (S(t))t≥0 is stable.

In the se ond example, hoose the weight ω : R+ → (0, ∞) as in Example 2.4 and extend it by ω(0) on R− . Let Xp := Lp (R; ω(t)dt) (1 ≤ p < ∞). We dene
the right-shift C0 -group (S(t))t∈R on Xp :

Example 2.5.

(2.5)

(S(t)f )(s) := f (s − t),

s, t ∈ R, f ∈ Xp .

As in Example 2.4, the operators S(t) are ontra tive for every t ∈ R+ , and the semigroup
(S(t))t≥0 is stable. Note that the group (S(t))t∈R is of subexponential growth. If 1/ω
is polynomially bounded, then (S(t))t∈R will also be polynomially bounded, and the
generator D is then a generalised s alar in view of the estimate kR(λ, D)k ≤ C/|Re λ|m
for some m ∈ N and λ ∈ C \ iR.
In general, we are interested in onditions on the generator
A whi h imply stability of the orresponding semigroup. This interest is motivated by
the appli ations to Cau hy problems in whi h the generator A is given but in general
not the semigroup. Nevertheless, there are some other important and equally interesting
3. Orbits and stability.
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stability onditions in terms of the semigroup itself. This se tion is devoted to present
these (nonspe tral and nonalgebrai ) stability onditions.
3.1. Limit isometri group. A bounded semigroup (T (t))t≥0 is stable if and only if the
algebrai fa tor spa e X/X0 is trivial, where X0 := {x ∈ X : T (·)x is stable}. This very
obvious remark provides a way of proving stability whi h has indeed often been used
in the literature. The idea behind it, i.e. fa toring out a good part of a given set and
showing that the fa tor is zero, is in fa t a frequent idea in mathemati s. In the spe ial
ase here, this idea leads to the so- alled limit isometri group, an e ient devi e for
proving stability of operator semigroups.
The origin of this operator-theoreti al onstru tion an be tra ed ba k to Dixmier
[Dix50℄, Sz.-Nagy [SN47℄ and Sz.-Nagy & Foia³ [SNF70℄; see also [Gha75℄. It has been
modied by Sklyar & Shirman [SS82℄, and it was extended and rened by many authors
sin e then. The following formulation is due to Ber ovi i [Ber93, Theorem 2 and p. 64℄
although it was surely known before to other resear hers in the domain.

Let (T (t))t≥0 be a bounded C0 -semigroup on a Bana h (resp. Hilbert)
spa e X. Then there exist a Bana h (resp. Hilbert ) spa e Y, an isometri (resp. unitary )
C0 -group (S(t))t∈R on Y and a bounded linear operator π : X → Y su h that
Theorem 3.1.

(i) S(t)π = πT (t), t ≥ 0;
(ii) π(x) = 0 if and only if limt→∞ kT (t)xk = 0;
S
(iii) Y = t≥0 S(−t)π(X).

The group (S(t))t∈R is unique up to similarity.

In the literature devoted to stability, Theorem 3.1 was used mostly in the Bana h spa e
ontext and in a version when (S(t))t≥0 is just an isometri semigroup. The important fa t
that (S(t))t≥0 an always be hosen as a group (with some additional spe tral properties)
was observed in [BG94, Proposition 2.1℄. It follows from Douglas' extension theorem
[Dou69, Theorem 1℄.
If A is the generator of (T (t))t≥0 and B the generator of (S(t))t∈R then one an show
that σ(B) ⊂ σ(A) ∩ iR, so that information about the boundary spe trum of A yields
information about the spe trum of B . This spe tral in lusion allows one to apply the
well-developed lo al spe tral theory for isometries in order to prove that Y is trivial, i.e.
that the semigroup (T (t))t≥0 is stable. The latest developments of this idea an be found
in [BNR98a℄, [BNR98b℄, [Bat96℄.
The above spe tral approa h an be put in a more general framework. A method of
lo al resolvent estimates of B in terms of those of A and their appli ation to stability
was re ently developed in [Tom01℄. It is most e ient when X is a Hilbert spa e.

Complete traje tories. Besides the approa h via limit isometri groups or semigroups, there is another but very similar approa h to proving stability of a given semigroup. This approa h even allows us to study stability of operator families more general
than semigroups, e.g. evolution families.
We all a fun tion F : R → X a omplete traje tory for a C0 -semigroup (T (t))t≥0 if
for all t ≥ 0 and all s ∈ R: F (t + s) = T (t)F (s). The following theorem hara terises

3.2.
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stability in terms of nonexisten e of bounded, nontrivial omplete traje tories for the
adjoint semigroup. A proof an be found in [Lin71, Theorem 4.3℄ or [Der76, Théorème 2℄
for the dis rete ase, and in [BBG96, Theorem 3.1℄ or [V
u93℄ for the ontinuous ase. A
similar result is even true for bounded evolution families (see [BCT02℄ or Theorem 10.1
below).

For a bounded C0 -semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Bana h spa e X the following
statements are equivalent:

Theorem 3.2.

The semigroup (T (t))t≥0 is stable,
The adjoint semigroup (T (t)∗ )t≥0 does not admit a bounded, nontrivial omplete
traje tory.
T
(iii) If B ∗ denotes the unit ball in X ∗ , then t≥0 T (t)∗ B ∗ = {0}.
(i)
(ii)

The following statement is analogous to Theorem 3.2 and hara terises
semigroups in terms of mean ergodi ity and omplete traje tories.

onvergent

Theorem 3.3. For a bounded C0 -semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Bana h spa e X the following
statements are equivalent:

is onvergent,
is mean ergodi , and the only bounded, nontrivial omplete traje tories
for the adjoint semigroup (T (t)∗T)t≥0 are onstants.
(iii) (T (t))t≥0 is mean ergodi , and t≥0 T (t)∗ B ∗ = Ker A∗ .
(i) (T (t))t≥0
(ii) (T (t))t≥0

The proof of Theorem 3.3 is a simple adaptation of the proof of Theorem 3.2 from
[Lin71, Theorem 4.3℄. Clearly, if X is reexive then the assumption of mean ergodi ity
an be omitted from (ii) and (iii). A statement related to Theorem 3.3 was proved in
[Rub77, Theorem 10℄.

Note that stable semigroups may have nontrivial bounded omplete traje tories, and that non-stable semigroups may have no su h traje tories. One may take for
examples the (stable) left-shift semigroup on L2 (R+ ) and its (nonstable) adjoint right-shift
semigroup. Thus the use of the adjoint semigroup in Theorem 3.2 is essential.
Remark 3.4.

We olle t some basi properties of bounded omplete traje tories for (T (t)∗ )t≥0 in
the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a bounded C0 -semigroup on a Bana h spa e X with
generator A, let F be a bounded omplete traje tory for (T (t)∗ )t≥0 , and let F̂ be its
Carleman transform. Then:

(i)
(3.1)
(ii)
(3.2)

For every λ ∈ C+ and every µ ∈ C\iR, the following identity holds:
F̂ (µ) = R(λ, A∗ )F (0) + (λ − µ)R(λ, A∗ )F̂ (µ).

If σC (F ) is the Carleman spe trum of F, then

σC (F ) ⊂ −iσ(A) ∩ R.
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The proof of the property (i) an be found in [BCT02, Lemma 6.1℄, while the property
(ii) follows dire tly from an argument given in [BCT02, p. 133℄; see also [V
u93, Proposition 3.7℄ where (ii) was proved in a parti ular ase.
The Carleman transform of a bounded omplete traje tory for the adjoint semigroup
and the Carleman spe trum play the roles of the resolvent and the spe trum of the
generator of the limit isometri group asso iated with a bounded semigroup. The fa t
that also the Carleman spe trum of the omplete traje tory annot be larger than the
boundary spe trum of the generator ( ompare with the orresponding property of the
limit isometri group) be omes espe ially useful when dealing with spe tral stability
riteria. Observe that the in lusion (3.2) is stri t, in general.
Sin e the Carleman spe trum of a bounded nonzero fun tion is nonempty, the equivalen e (i)⇔(ii) of Theorem 3.2 allows one to prove stability by fun tion-theoreti methods.
That is, a semigroup is stable if and only if for every bounded omplete traje tory F of
the adjoint semigroup the Carleman transform F̂ extends to an entire fun tion (whi h is
eventually zero). This observation links the study of stability with the theory of analyti
ontinuation of fun tions a ross a linear boundary, and lies at the heart of many results
presented here.

De ay rates of orbits. In general, the stru ture of the orbits of a stable semigroup
an be very ompli ated. For example, the orbits may de ay arbitrarily slowly, [Mül88℄.

3.3.

(Müller). Let (T n )n≥0 be a stable semigroup on a Bana
that σ(T ) ∩ T 6= ∅. Then, for every positive sequen e (an )n∈N ∈ c0 there
su h that kT n xk ≥ an for every n ≥ 0.
Theorem 3.6

h spa e X su h
exists an x ∈ X

For variants of this statement for weak orbits and with large sets of slowly de aying
orbits see [Mül01℄, [Mül03℄. For a ontinuous version of Theorem 3.6, i.e. a version for
stable but not exponentially stable C0 -semigroups, see [Nee96, Lemma 3.1.7℄.

Super y li ity. We all a ve tor x ∈ X super y li for an operator T ∈ L(X) if the
set {cT n x : n ≥ 0, c ∈ C} is dense in X . An operator T is, by denition, super y li if it
has at least one super y li ve tor.
Note that T is super y li if and only if λT is super y li for every λ ∈ C \ {0}. The
following surprising theorem has been proved in [AB97, Theorem 2.3℄.
3.4.

Theorem 3.7

is stable.

(Ansari-Bourdon).

If T is power bounded and super y li , then (T n )n≥0

Super y li ity of bounded semigroups seems to be a mu h stronger property than
stability. It Rwas shown re ently in [GM04℄ and [LSPL03℄ that the Volterra operator
t
(V f )(t) = 0 f (t) dt is not super y li on L2 (0, 1). At the same time, σ(V ) = {0},
and so the powers of V tend to zero exponentially. In general, super y li ity imposes
strong restri tions on the spe tral and geometri properties of an operator. In parti ular,
normal operators annot be super y li , and also the point spe trum of the adjoint of a
super y li operator may ontain at most one point.
A variant of Theorem 3.7 in the ontext of C0 -semigroups was re ently obtained in
[Kér05℄: if (T (t))t≥0 is bounded and admits a super y li ve tor (i.e. a ve tor x ∈ X
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su h that {cT (t)x : t ≥ 0, c ∈ C} is dense in X ), then (T (t))t≥0 is stable under the
additional assumption that Rg T (t) = X , t ≥ 0. The question whether this assumption
an be removed remains open.
3.5. Real integrability onditions. The Datko-Pazy theorem hara terising exponential
stability of semigroups ([Dat72℄) admits the following version for stability of individual
orbits. Note that there is no growth restri tion on the semigroup. The result is an immediate onsequen e of the inequality kT (t + s)xk ≤ CkT (t)xk, s ∈ [0, 1], following from
the semigroup property.

(Datko, Pazy). Let (T (t))t≥0
Z ∞
kT (t)xkp dt < ∞

Theorem 3.8

(3.3)

be a C0 -semigroup, and let x ∈ X . If

0

for some p ∈ [1, ∞)

then the orbit T (·)x is stable.

By onsidering the semigroup from Example 2.4 with an appropriate weight w one
an see that there are stable semigroups for whi h (3.3) does not hold for any x ∈ X . For
more general onditions of type (3.3) see [Nee02℄.
The following integrability ondition, however, hara terises stable orbits of bounded
semigroups.

If (T (t))t≥0 is a bounded C0 -semigroup on a Bana h spa e X and
p ∈ [1, ∞) , then T (·)x is stable if and only if

Proposition 3.9.

(3.4)

lim

t→∞

Z

t

at

kT (s)xkp
ds = 0
s

for every a > 0.

While the forward impli ation follows from [Dra70, Theorem B℄, the ba kward impli ation is a simple onsequen e of the semigroup property as in the above Datko-Pazy
result. Proposition 3.9 was stated in [CT03, p. 509℄ with the dieren e that only the existen e of the limit in (3.4) for every a > 0 was required; but then the statement be omes
false unless the limit is independent of a > 0.
Finally we give a real integrability ondition pertaining to improper integrability of
semigroup orbits.
Proposition 3.10.

let x ∈ X. If

Let (T (t))t≥0 be a bounded C0 -semigroup on a Bana h spa e X , and
Z

(3.5)

then T (·)x is stable.

∞

T (t)x dt
0

exists

Proof. Observe that for every s > 0 and every x ∈ X
Z

0

∞

T (t)x dt =

∞ Z
X

n=0

(n+1)s

ns

T (t)x dt =

∞
X

n=0

T (s)n

Z

s

T (t)x dt.

0

Rs
Hen e, 0 T (t)x dt ∈ X0 := {y ∈ X : T (·)y is stable
R s } for every s > 0, and sin e X0 is a
losed subspa e, we obtain that x = lims→0+ 1s 0 T (t)x dt ∈ X0 .
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The onverse impli ations in Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 3.10 learly do not hold;
onsider the left shift semigroup on C0 (R+ ) for a ounterexample.
4. Countable spe trum onditions and stability. In this se tion we turn to spe tral onditions for stability. They are the easiest to he k and thus perhaps the most
interesting for appli ations to Cau hy problems.
By the mean ergodi theorem, it is the boundary spe trum of the generator, i.e. the
spe trum on the imaginary axis (resp. on the unit ir le in the dis rete ase) whi h
plays a entral role when studying stability. The main question in this se tion is whether
the spe trum alone (nature of the spe trum, size of the spe trum) already determines
stability.
We will see that if A generates a bounded C0 -semigroup and if

• the boundary spe trum σ(A) ∩ iR is empty, or
• the boundary spe trum is ountable and ontains no residual spe trum (ArendtBatty-Lyubi h-Vu Theorem),
then the semigroup is stable. In many appli ations, the ountable spe trum ondition is
satised with only one point in the boundary spe trum, e.g. when A generates a bounded
holomorphi or positive eventually norm- ontinuous semigroup.
4.1. Empty boundary spe trum. We present the spe ial ase of empty boundary spe trum
separately. It is an immediate onsequen e of Ingham's tauberian theorem for whi h
we present a short and instru tive proof. Later we will indi ate how this proof an be
adapted in order to prove also the ABLV theorem or the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem (see
Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 5.2 below), thus unifying the proofs of these major results in
the theory of stability.
Theorem 4.1 (Ingham). Let f ∈ BU C(R+ ; X) (the spa e of bounded, uniformly ontinuous, X -valued fun tions on R+ ) be su h that its Lapla e transform fˆ has a lo ally
integrable extension on the imaginary axis in the sense that (fˆ(α + i·))αց0 onverges in
L1loc (R; X) to some fun tion fˆ(i·). Then f ∈ C0 (R+ ; X).

Proof. Let ϕ ∈ S(R) be su h that Fϕ ∈ D(R). Then, by Plan herel's theorem,
Z

∞

Z

∞

f (s)ϕ(t − s) ds = lim
e−αs f (s)ϕ(t − s) ds
α→0+ 0
0
Z
Z
fˆ(iβ)eiβt F −1 ϕ(β) dβ.
= lim
fˆ(α + iβ)eiβt F −1 ϕ(β) dβ =

f ∗ ϕ(t) =

α→0+

R

R

By the Lemma of Riemann-Lebesgue,

lim f ∗ ϕ(t) = 0.

|t|→∞

Choosing an approximate unit of appropriate test fun tions and using that f is bounded
and uniformly ontinuous, one obtains the laim.
Applying Ingham's theorem to ea h orbit T (·)x, the following orollary is immediate.
However, note that this orollary also easily follows from Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.2.
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If A generates a bounded C0 -semigroup and if the boundary spe trum
is empty, then the semigroup is stable.
Countable boundary spe trum. The ase of ountable boundary spe trum (the

Corollary 4.2.

σ(A) ∩ iR
4.2.

ABLV theorem) an also be proved using a tauberian theorem. The orresponding tauberian theorem is a generalisation of Ingham's theorem. One allows for some singularities of
the Lapla e transform fˆ on the imaginary axis, but imposes an additional ergodi ondition on f , and obtains the same on lusion. The following formulation of the theorem an
be rst found in [BNR98b℄, but the proof we give is taken from [Chi98℄. It uses Loomis'
theorem on almost periodi fun tions; a relatively short proof of Loomis' theorem an
be found in Katznelson [Kat68, Theorem 5.21℄. In more abstra t forms, a proof of the
following theorem an also be found in [Bas95℄, [Bas79℄, [CP01℄, [CF02℄.
Theorem 4.3. Let f ∈ BU C(R+ ; X) be su h that its Lapla e transform fˆ has a on-

tinuous extension to i(R \ E), where E ⊂ R is a losed and ountable set. If, for every
β ∈ E,
lim αfˆs (α + iβ) = 0 uniformly in s ∈ R+ ,
(4.1)
α→0+
where fs (t) = f (s + t), then f ∈ C0 (R+ ; X).
Proof. We dene the operator

K : L1 (R) → BU C(R; X)/C0 (R; X) =: Z,

ϕ 7→ f ∗ ϕ + C0 (R; X),

in whi h we have extended the fun tion f by 0 for negative reals. Similarly as in the
proof of Ingham's theorem, one shows that for every ϕ ∈ S(R) su h that Fϕ ∈ D(R)
and supp F −1 ϕ ∩ E = ∅, f ∗ ϕ ∈ C0 (R; X), i.e. Kϕ = 0. Hen e, for every z ∗ ∈ Z ∗ the
fun tion K ∗ z ∗ ∈ L∞ (R) has spe trum ontained in −E , i.e. its Fourier transform has
support ontained in −E .
Sin e E is ountable, for every ψ ∈ L1 (R) the fun tion K ∗ z ∗ ∗ ψ is almost periodi by
Loomis' theorem [Kat68℄. From the ergodi ondition (4.1) one easily dedu es that the
∗ z ∗ (α − iβ) onverge to zero as α → 0+ for all β ∈ E . By the uniqueness
\
Abel means αK
theorem for almost periodi fun tions [LZ82, Se tion 2.3℄, K ∗ z ∗ = 0 for every z ∗ ∈ Z ∗ .
Hen e, K = 0, i.e. f ∗ ϕ ∈ C0 (R; X) for every ϕ ∈ L1 (R). Choosing an approximate unit
of L1 fun tions and using that f is bounded and uniformly ontinuous, one obtains the
laim.
Applying Theorem 4.3 to ea h orbit T (·)x and noting that the spe tral ondition
Rg (iβ − A) = X implies the ergodi ity ondition (4.1), we obtain as a orollary the ABLV
theorem. This theorem has been proved independently in [AB88℄ and [LV88℄. While in
[LV88℄ the ABLV theorem was proved by a pure semigroup method, the arti le [AB88℄
already emphasises the tauberian hara ter. However, the proof of the orresponding
tauberian statement was quite ompli ated using an argument of transnite indu tion.
It is remarkable that the ABLV theoem an be also dedu ed from results in [Bas79℄ and
[Atz84℄. The ABLV theorem is also a orollary to the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem below
and to a re ent stability result involving resolvent onditions (see Theorem 6.2 below).
Besides the present proof based on Theorem 4.3 we will thus indi ate two more proofs of
the ABLV theorem.
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Corollary 4.4 (ABLV). If A generates a bounded C0 -semigroup on a Bana h spa e X ,
if the boundary spe trum σ(A) ∩ iR is ountable, and if Rg (iβ − A) is dense in X for
every β ∈ R, then the semigroup is stable.

The ountable spe trum ondition is the best possible ondition among the spe tral
onditions if no other than spe tral assumptions are made. A standard ounterexample
is the unitary group U (t)f (s) = ets f (s) on L2 (E; dµ), where E ⊂ iR is losed and
un ountable and µ is a nonatomi measure on E .
Note on the other hand that for any given losed set E ⊂ R there exists a stable
semigroup whose generator has boundary spe trum iE . One may, for instan e, onsider
multipli ation semigroups on appropriate L2 spa es in order to see this. In Examples 2.4
and 2.5, the boundary spe trum is the whole imaginary axis. This shows that spe tral
onditions as onsidered above are on the one hand best possible, but on the other hand
far from hara terising stable semigroups.
5. The Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem and stability

The Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem. Motivated by studies of dieren es of powers of
positive operators, Katznelson & Tzafriri dis overed in [KT86℄ a new kind of tauberian
theorem for power series. We only formulate the orresponding result in the operator
ontext.
Denoting by A(T) and A+ (T) the spa es of Fourier transforms of sequen es in l1 (Z)
and l1 (N), respe tively, we say that a fun tion f ∈ A+ (T) is of spe tral synthesis with
respe t to a losed set E ⊂ T, if there exists a sequen e (fn )n∈N ⊂ A(T) su h that ea h
fn vanishes in a neighbourhood of E and limn→∞ fn = f in A(T).
Given f = Fa ∈ A+ (T) with a ∈ l1 (N) and given a power bounded T ∈ L(X), we
P
n
dene f (T ) := ∞
n=0 an T .

5.1.

Let T ∈ L(X) be a power bounded operator. If
f ∈ A (T) is of spe tral synthesis with respe t to the boundary spe trum σ(T ) ∩ T then
Theorem 5.1

(Katznelson-Tzafriri).

+

limn→∞ kT n f (T )k = 0.

One may interpret the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem as an individual stability result,
i.e. limn→∞ T n x = 0 for every x ∈ Rg f (T ) and every appropriate f , and at the same
time it gives a uniform estimate for the onvergen e to 0. If Rg f (T ) is dense in X , then
the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem even implies stability of (T n )n≥0 .
The remark by J. Bourgain in [KT86℄ shows that Theorem 5.1 is a hara terisation
of f being of spe tral synthesis in the following sense: f ∈ A+ (T) is of spe tral synthesis
with respe t to a losed set E ⊂ T if and only if for every ontra tion T on an arbitrary
Bana h spa e with σ(T ) ⊂ E we have limn→∞ kT n f (T )k = 0.
Under the assumptions of the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem, σ(T ) ∩ T ⊂ {λ ∈ T :
f (λ) = 0}, and the latter set is ne essarily of measure zero. Thus, the Katznelson-Tzafriri
assumptions impose already strong restri tions on the boundary spe trum of T.
The analogue of the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem for C0 -semigroups was obtained in
[ESZ92℄ and [V
u92b℄. We say that a fun tion f ∈ L1 (R+ ) is of spe tral synthesis with
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respe t to a losed set E ⊂ R if there exists a sequen e (fn )n∈N ⊂ L1 (R) su h
Fourier transform Ffn vanishes on a neighbourhood of E and limn→∞ fn = f
1
R ∞ Given f ∈ L (R+ ) and a bounded C0 -semigroup (T (t))t≥0 , we put
f (t)T (t) dt, the integral being strongly dened.
0

that ea h
in L1 (R).
fˆ(T ) :=

Let A be the generator of a bounded C0 -semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Bana h spa e X . If f ∈ L1 (R+ ) is of spe tral synthesis with respe t to (−iσ(A)) ∩ R, then
limt→∞ kT (t)fˆ(T )k = 0.

Theorem 5.2.

The following proof of Theorem 5.2, using only the simple argument from the proof
of Ingham's theorem (Theorem 4.1) and the denition of spe tral synthesis, shows the
tauberian nature of the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorems. From the proof it is straightforward
how to formulate the orresponding tauberian result for bounded fun tions, but we will
skip this.

First proof of Theorem 5.2. Let f be as in the assumption and hoose (fn )n∈N ⊂ L1 (R)

as in the denition of spe tral synthesis. Convolving fn with appropriate test fun tions,
we an without loss of generality assume that Ffn has ompa t support. Extend the
semigroup by zero on the negative reals. As in the proof of Ingham's theorem, Parseval's
identity implies for every n ∈ N and every t ≥ 0
Z
Z
e−α(t+s) T (t + s)fn (s) ds
T (t + s)fn (s) ds = lim
α→0+ R
R
Z
1
= lim
R(α + iβ, A)eiβt Ffn (β) dβ
α→0+ 2π R
Z
1
=
R(iβ, A)eiβt Ffn (β)dβ.
2π R
Thus, by the Lemma of Riemann-Lebesgue,
Z
fn (s)T (t + s) ds = 0.
lim
t→∞

Sin e

lim

n→∞

Z

R

fn (s)T (t + s) ds =

Z

∞

f (s)T (t + s) ds = T (t)fˆ(T )

0

R

uniformly in t ∈ R+ , one obtains the laim.

One may also prove the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem by using omplete traje tories.
First note the following general onvergen e property.
Lemma 5.3.

f ∈ L1 (R+ ).

Let (T (t))t≥0 be a bounded C0 -semigroup on a Bana h spa e X, and let
Then limt→∞ T (t)fˆ(T ) = 0 strongly if and only if
fˆ(T )∗

\

t≥0


T ∗ (t)B ∗ = {0}.

The proof of Lemma 5.3 uses the w∗ - ontinuity of fˆ(T )∗ and repeats the proof of
Theorem 3.2 in [Lin71, Theorem 4.3℄.

Se ond proof of Theorem 5.2. It su es to prove that under the assumptions of Theorem
5.2 one has limt→∞ T (t)fˆ(T ) = 0 strongly. This result applied to the semigroup dened
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by T(t)Y := T (t)Y on the spa e of all Y ∈ L(X) su h that limt→0+ kT (t)Y − Y k = 0
yields limt→∞ kT (t)fˆ(T )k = 0; ompare with [V
u92a, p. 79℄.
Let f be as in the assumption and hoose (fn )n∈N ⊂ L1 (R) as in the denition of
spe tral synthesis. As above in the rst proof, we may without loss of generality assume
that Ffn has ompa t support.
Let F be a bounded omplete traje tory for (T (t)∗ )t≥0 . By Proposition 3.2, the Carleman spe trum of F is ontained in −iσ(A) ∩ R. By Parseval's identity,
Z
Z
∗
ˆ
F (t)fn (t) dt = lim lim
e−α|t| F (t)fn (t) dt
f (T ) F (0) = lim
n→∞ α→0+ R
n→∞ R
Z
1
=
(F̂ (α − iβ) − F̂ (−α − iβ))Ffn (β) dβ = 0,
lim lim
2π n→∞ α→0+ R
where F̂ is the Carleman transform of F , and the integrals are understood in the weak∗
sense. Sin e
\
T ∗ (t)B ∗ ⊂ {F (0) : F bounded, omplete traje tory for (T ∗ (t))t≥0 },
t≥0

the laim follows from Lemma 5.3.

In [ESZ90, p. 284286℄ and [ESZ92, p. 215216℄ it was shown how the dis rete and
the ontinuous version of the ABLV theorem (Theorem 4.4) an be dedu ed from the
Katznelson-Tzafriri theorems. It follows from the Mittag-Leer theorem in [Est84℄ that
T
under the assumptions of the ABLV theorem β∈R Rg (iβ − A) is dense in X. Using this
and the fa t that ountable losed sets are of spe tral synthesis, it follows that under
the assumptions of the ABLV theorem the span of {Rg fˆ(T ) : f ∈ L1 (R+ ) is of spe tral
synthesis with respe t to −iσ(A) ∩ R} is also dense in X [ESZ92, Theorem 3.7℄.
5.2. Extensions of the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem. Let us re onsider now the dis rete
Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem and dis uss some extensions. First observe that the mapping
f 7→ f (T ) is a fun tional al ulus from A+ (T) into L(X) for the operator T . The formulation of the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem thus suggests that for operators admitting ri h
fun tional al uli more general statements an be obtained.
For example, if T is a ontra tion on a Hilbert spa e, and if A(D) denotes the dis
algebra of all holomorphi fun tions D → C whi h are ontinuous up to the boundary, then
the von Neumann inequality implies that one an dene a fun tional al ulus f → f (T )
from A(D) into L(X) for whi h kf (T )k ≤ kf k∞ . Using this fun tional al ulus, Esterle,
Strouse and Zouakia proved the following rami ation of the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem
in the Hilbert spa e setting, [ESZ90, Corollary 2.12℄.

(Esterle-Strouse-Zouakia). If T is a ontra tion on a Hilbert
f ∈ A(D), then limn→∞ kT n f (T )k = 0 if and only if f = 0 on σ(T ) ∩ T.
Theorem 5.4

spa e and

Taking the von Neumann inequality as a starting point, it was proved in [KN97,
Proposition 1.6℄ that Theorem 5.4 is also true for all polynomially bounded T .
On the other hand, it is known that ontra tions on Hilbert spa es even admit an
H ∞ (D) fun tional al ulus. This advantageous point has been exploited by Ber ovi i
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[Ber90℄. Re all that for every f ∈ H ∞ (D) the radial limits f (eiθ ) := limr→1 f (reiθ ) exist
almost everywhere and kf kH ∞ (D) = kf kL∞ (T) .
Theorem 5.5 (Ber ovi i). Let T be a ompletely nonunitary ontra tion on a Hilbert
spa e H , and let f ∈ H ∞ (D). If limr→1 f (reiθ ) = 0 for every eiθ ∈ σ(T ) ∩ T then
limn→∞ kT n f (T )k = 0. The onverse impli ation is not true.

Also Allan and Ransford obtained various generalisations of the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem, [AR89℄. In parti ular, for several spe ial hoi es of f in ase when f is
not of spe tral synthesis with respe t to σ(T ) ∩ T they obtained sharp estimates of
lim supn→∞ kT n f (T )k. This line of resear h was ontinued in [BBG96℄ where similar
(and stronger) estimates for the strongly ontinuous ase and for general f were obtained assuming, however, ountability of the boundary spe trum. Very general forms
of Katznelson-Tzafriri theorems following from tauberian theorems for the ve tor-valued
Lapla e-Stieltjes transform an be found in [Bat90℄.
5.3. Optimality of the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem. A natural and interesting question
is whether it is possible to drop the assumption of boundedness of the operator semigroup
in the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem. Consider the spe ial ase of the dis rete version of
Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem with f (z) = z − 1. This spe ial ase was in fa t a motivation
for the paper [KT86℄ and be ame most popular later probably be ause of its simple form.
If σ(T ) = {1}, the following result was obtained earlier in [Est83℄, and the general ase
an be redu ed to this ase as noted later in [V
u92a℄. Observe that one point sets are
sets of spe tral synthesis in the algebra A(T).

(Katznelson-Tzafriri). Let T ∈ L(X) be a power bounded operator. Then
− T n k = 0 if and only if σ(T ) ∩ T ⊂ {1}.

Corollary 5.6

limn→∞ kT

n+1

Clearly, if limn→∞ kT n+1 − T n k = 0 then ne essarily limn→∞ n1 kT n k = 0 and σ(T ) ∩
T ⊂ {1}. However, are these two onditions already su ient? If not, an they be omplemented in order to obtain the same or probably a somewhat weaker on lusion?
Allan and Ransford showed that for every α > 0 there exists a Bana h spa e operator
T su h that σ(T ) ⊂ T, kT n k = O(nα ) and kT n (I −T )k 6= O(nβ ) for every β < α, [AR89℄.
Moreover, if T is power bounded then kT n+1 −T n k may onverge to zero arbitrarily slowly.
Tomilov and Zemánek provided even stronger examples, [TZ04℄. It was proved that
there exists a Hilbert spa e operator T su h that σ(T ) ∩ T = {1}, limn→∞ n1 kT n k = 0,
Pn
1
k
and supn≥0 n+1
< ∞ (that is, T is Cesàro bounded), but, at the same time,
k=0 T
n
m
limn→∞ kT (T −I) k = ∞ for every m ≥ 0. Thus, even in a Hilbert spa e, the additional
assumption of Cesàro boundedness of T does not help to get a onvergen e of T n restri ted
to natural subsets of Rg (T − I).
Answering a question of Allan, it was also proved in [TZ04℄ that if X = L1 (0, 1) ⊕
L1 (0, 1) and


I − V −V
T =
,
O I −V
Rt
where V f (t) := 0 f (s) ds is the Volterra operator, then σ(T ) = {1} and limn→∞ n1 kT n k
= 0, but limn→∞ kT n (T −I)k = ∞. Therefore, the strongest possible spe tral assumption
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σ(T ) = {1} does not lead, in general, to the onvergen e of kT n (T − I)k to zero. Note,
however, that in this example limn→∞ kT n (T − I)5 k = 0.
Hen e, the Katznelson-Tzafriri theorem is optimal in several senses. The above examples show also that the orresponding tauberian theorems are optimal. In parti ular, this
answers an open problem posed by Korevaar in [Kor02, Question 20.3℄.
There is a ontinuous version of Corollary 5.6 due to Arendt & Prüss
[AP92, Theorem 3.10℄. It says that if (T (t))t≥0 is a bounded, eventually dierentiable
C0 -semigroup, then σ(A)∩iR ⊂ {0} is equivalent to limt→∞ kAT (t)k = 0. At the moment,
it is not lear, whether one an nd onterexamples to natural extensions of this theorem,
although we strongly suspe t that this is possible.
Remark 5.7.

onditions and stability. The boundary behaviour of the resolvent
of the generator of a bounded C0 -semigroup near the imaginary axis gives important
information about stability of the semigroup. However, in the previous two se tions only
spe tral onditions were onsidered. By the mean ergodi theorem, they ree t some type
of boundary behaviour of the resolvent near the imaginary axis, but they do this in a
very rough way if one is interested in a hara terisation of stability or at least more
general su ient onditions for stability. To see how far the spe tral onditions and even
the tauberian theorems are from a hara terisation of stability one may onsider the
Examples 2.4 and 2.5 with appropriate weights w. For instan e, if w(t) = (log(2 + t))−1 ,
then for every nonzero f ∈ Xp and every β ∈ R, the lo al resolvent R(·, D)f does not
extend ontinuously near iβ . In parti ular, the boundary spe trum is the whole imaginary
axis, but it is even true that every nonzero orbit S(·)f does not satisfy the onditions
neither of Ingham's tauberian theorem nor of the tauberian Theorem 4.3. Su h examples
show that ner resolvent onditions are needed.
Very re ently, two types of su h resolvent onditions have turned out to be useful:
pointwise resolvent onditions ree ting the boundary behaviour of the resolvent horizontally near every point of the imaginary axis and ( omplex) integral resolvent onditions
ree ting the boundary behaviour of integrals of lo al resolvents along verti al lines near
the imaginary axis. Both types of onditions yield stability of semigroups on general Bana h spa es, but they an be ome ne essary and su ient in Hilbert spa es or an be
improved substantially in Bana h spa es with Fourier type as we will see in Se tions 8
and 9 below.
6. Resolvent

Pointwise resolvent onditions. The rst statement involving pointwise resolvent
onditions shows that rather mild properties of the boundary behaviour of resolvents
may lead to stability of the orresponding semigroup.
6.1.

(Pointwise resolvent ondition). If A generates a bounded C0 -semigroup
on a Bana h spa e X and if there exists a dense set M ⊂ X su h that for every x ∈ M
and every β ∈ R

Theorem 6.1

(6.1)

then the semigroup is stable.

lim αR(α + iβ, A)2 x = 0,

α→0+
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If β ∈ R and if the ondition (6.1) holds for every x ∈ X , then kαR(α + iβ, A)2 k ≤ M
for all α > 0 by the uniform boundedness prin iple. In this ase, iβ does not belong to
the spe trum of A sin e iβ ∈ σ(A) implies kα2 R(α + iβ, A)2 k ≥ 1 for all α > 0. Thus,
the use of a dense set in Theorem 6.1 is essential as soon as the boundary spe trum of
the generator is not empty.
Theorem 6.1 an be proved by using the hara terisation of stability in terms of
nonexisten e of nontrivial, bounded, omplete traje tories for the adjoint semigroup (Theorem 3.2) and an edge-of-the-wedge theorem from omplex fun tion theory from [Tom01℄;
see [BCT02, p. 133℄. For an alternative approa h via the limit isometri group see [Tom01,
Theorem 4.7℄.
The ondition (6.1) holds if for some γ ∈ (0, 1)

lim αγ R(α + iβ, A)1+γ x = 0,

α→0+

or, by the mean ergodi theorem, if

lim R(α + iβ, A)x exists.

α→0+

Moreover, by the mean ergodi theorem again, the latter ondition follows from x ∈
Rg (iβ − A) and Rg (iβ − A) = X . Hen e, Theorem 6.1 yields the following orollary,
[BCT02, Theorem 2.4℄.
Corollary 6.2

spa e X and if

(Range ondition).

(6.2)

\

β∈R

then the semigroup is stable.

If A generates a bounded C0 -semigroup on a Bana h

Rg (iβ − A)

is dense in X,

The ondition (6.2) does not, in general, hara terise stability of a bounded C0 semigroup, and even weaker onditions do not; see the omments in Se tion 9 below.
It is an open problem whether the ondition from Theorem 6.1 hara terises stability of
bounded C0 -semigroups, or whether on the other hand the onditions (6.1) and (6.2) are
equivalent.
If A satises the onditions of the ABLV theorem, then the ondition (6.2) is satised
by the Mittag-Leer theorem as we saw in Se tion 5. Hen e, the ABLV theorem is a
orollary to Corollary 6.2.
We point out that spa es like the interse tion of ranges in ondition (6.2) are not
ompletely new in operator theory. In fa t, these spa es are very similar to so- alled
spe tral subspa es whi h were already known in lo al spe tral theory.
Given an operator (a generator) A, we say that a ve tor x ∈ X has its lo al spe trum
in a losed set F ⊂ C if the lo al resolvent R(·, A)x extends analyti ally outside F. When
A is a normal operator the set of all x ∈ X having their lo al spe trum in F ⊂ C, i.e. the
T
spe tral subspa e orresponding to F, an be des ribed algebrai ally as λ∈C\F Rg (λ−A),
[LN00℄. This des ription an be generalised for some lasses of operators whi h are lose
to the lass of normal operators. For the latest advan es in this area see [MMN04℄. Appliations of stability theory to the study of interse tions of ranges of semigroup generators
are dis ussed in [BCT02℄.
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For stability, i.e. given a generator A of a bounded C0 -semigroup, the spe tral subspa e orresponding to the losed right half pla e C¯+ ould be of interest. Observe that
every ve tor x belonging to this spe tral subspa e has lo al spe trum in the open left
half plane, i.e. the lo al resolvent extends analyti ally a ross the imaginary axis. By
Ingham's theorem, the orbit T (·)x is stable for every su h x. Hen e, if the spe tral subspa e orresponding to the losed right half plane is dense in X, then the semigroup is
stable.
So, it is natural to take interse tions of ranges as good substitutes for spe tral stability
onditions. By Corollary 6.2, this strategy appears to be fruitful even when the normality
of A is dropped.

Integral resolvent onditions. We onsider two types of integral onditions: onditions on the behaviour of the integral of lo al resolvents along whole verti al lines near
the imaginary axis ('global integrability riterion') and onditions on the behaviour of
the integral along bounded intervals of verti al lines near the imaginary axis ('lo al integrability riterion').
One an onsider other types of integral onditions, e.g. when lo al resolvents belong
to some Bergman spa e near the imaginary axis. However, these onditions an be studied
by redu tion to the two onditions mentioned above [CT03℄.
The following two results an be found in [CT03, Theorem 3.1℄ and in [Tom01, Theorem 4.1℄, respe tively.
6.2.

(Global integrability riterion). If A generates a bounded C0 -semigroup
on a Bana h spa e X , and if for some γ > 1 and for every x from a dense subset
of X

Theorem 6.3

(6.3)

lim

α→0+

then the semigroup is stable.

Z

R

kαγ−1 R(α + iβ, A)γ xk dβ = 0,

Theorem 6.4 (Lo al integrability riterion). Assume that A generates a bounded C0 semigroup on a Bana h spa e X . Assume also that for every β ∈ R there exists an open
neighbourhood U ⊂ R of β and a dense set M ⊂ X su h that

(6.4)

lim

α→0+

Z

U

kαR(α + iβ ′ , A)2 xk dβ ′ = 0

for every x ∈ M.

Then the semigroup is stable.
It follows from Young's inequality, Plan herel's theorem and Theorem 8.1 that the
ondition (6.4) be omes ne essary if X is a Hilbert spa e; see the dis ussion in [CT03,
p. 506℄.
It is possible to give an integral stability riterion for individual orbits of not ne essarily bounded C0 -semigroups [CT03, Theorem 5.1℄. It is in some sense intermediate
between the similar stability ondition (6.4) in Bana h spa es and the integral stability
riterion in Hilbert spa es in Se tion 8 below.
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Let A be the generator of a C0 -semigroup (T (t))t≥0 on a Bana h spa e
p
Let p ∈ (1, ∞) and q := p−1
. Assume that
(6.5)
C+ ⊂ ̺(A), and
Theorem 6.5.

X.

sup α
α>0

If, for some x ∈ X ,
(6.6)

then

Z

R

kR(α + iβ, A∗ )x∗ kq dβ < ∞

lim α

α→0+

Z

R

for every x∗ ∈ X ∗ .

kR(α + iβ, A)xkp dβ = 0,

lim kT (t)xk = 0.

t→∞

Note that under the onditions of the above theorem, the semigroup (T (t))t≥0 annot
grow too fast: by [CT03, Proposition 5.3℄ it has a sublinear growth if X has a nontrivial
Fourier type.
If more stru ture of the semigroup or the underlying Bana h spa e is given, then one may expe t better stability results. In this se tion we
start to dis uss su h types of results, turning our attention rst to positive semigroups on
Bana h latti es or, more generally, on ordered Bana h spa es, [MN91℄, [Nag86℄, [S h74℄.
Note that in general, as far as spe tral or resolvent onditions for stability are on erned,
the stability theory of positive semigroups omprises the same di ulties as the theory
of general semigroups on Bana h spa es. Examples 2.4 and 2.5 whi h are positive semigroups on Lp spa es may serve as a demonstration of this; see also the dis ussion in
Se tion 9 below.
Nevertheless, an interplay between positivity of a semigroup and geometri properties
of the underlying Bana h latti e leads to some spe i stability results.

7. Stability of positive semigroups.

7.1. Positive semigroups on general Bana h latti es. Let X be a ( omplex) Bana h latti e. The positive one will be denoted by X+ .
We start by dis ussing some resolvent (resp. range) onditions for stability of positive
semigroups on general Bana h latti es. Re all that a Bana h latti e is alled a KB spa e
if every norm bounded in reasing sequen e onverges. A Bana h latti e is a KB spa e if
and only if c0 6⊂ X .
Proposition 7.1.

ti e X.

Let (T (t))t≥0 be a bounded positive C0 -semigroup on a Bana h lat-

If x ∈ X+ and limα→0+ αR2 (α, A)x = 0, then T (·)x is stable.
If x ∈ X+ and w − limα→0+ R(α, A)x exists, then T (·)x is stable.
If x ∈ X+ , supα>0 kR(α, A)xk < ∞, and if X is a KB spa e, then T (·)x is
stable.
(iv) If x ∈ X and limα→0+ R(α, A)x± exist, then T (·)x is stable.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Proof. (i) By positivity, kαR(α + iβ, A)2 xk ≤ kαR(α, A)2 xk for every α > 0, β ∈ R and

every x ∈ X+ . The laim thus follows from Theorem 6.1 applied to the restri tion of the
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semigroup (T (t))t≥0 to the losure of the linear span of {T (t)x : t ≥ 0}, taking the linear
span itself as a dense set; see also [Tom01, Corollary 4.9℄.
(ii) Sin e the net (R(α, A)x)αց0 is in reasing and weakly onvergent, we obtain
that limα→0+ R(α, A)x exists by Dini's theorem. By the mean ergodi theorem,
limα→0+ αR(α, A)2 x = 0, so that the assertion follows from (i). But one may
R ∞also argue
as follows: sin e x is positive, the existen e of limα→0+ R(α, A)x implies that 0 T (s)x ds
exists by the tauberian theorem [ABHN01, Theorem 4.2.16℄. Now Proposition 3.10 implies
the laim.
(iii) By the KB property, limα→0 R(α, A)x exists. Then apply (ii).
(iv) follows dire tly from (ii).
By positivity, kR(λ, A)xk ≤ kR(Re λ, A)xk for every λ ∈ C+ and every x ∈ X+ , so
that under the onditions of Proposition 7.1 (ii), (iii) or (iv) we have supλ∈C+ kR(λ, A)xk
< ∞. Thus, the onditions of Proposition 7.1 on ern, in fa t, the boundary behaviour
of the lo al resolvent R(·, A)x in the whole right half-plane.
A result similar to Proposition 7.1 (ii) an be found in [Neu86, Proposition 3.5℄ and
[Nag86, C-IV, Proposition 1.9℄.
Corollary 7.2. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a bounded positive C0 -semigroup on a Bana h latT
n
ti e X. If limα→0+ R(α, A)x exists for every x ∈ C ∞ (A) := ∞
n=1 D(A ), then (T (t))t≥0
is stable.

For the proof it su es to observe that C ∞ (A) ∩ X+ is total in X, [Nag86, C-IV,
Remark 1.10℄. Corollary 7.2 has been proved in [Neu86, Proposition 3.5℄ with C ∞ (A)
repla ed by D(A), and in [Nag86, C-IV, Proposition 1.9℄ with C ∞ (A) repla ed by some
total set D ⊂ X+ .
Note that under the assumptions of Corollary 7.2, mu h more is true. By the uniform boundedness prin iple (applied in the Fré het spa e C ∞ (A)), there exists n ∈ N
su h that supα>0 kR(α, A)R(λ0 , A)n k < ∞, where λ0 > 0 is hosen large enough. Applying the resolvent identity n times, this implies supα>0 kR(α, A)k < ∞. Hen e, by
positivity of (T (t))t≥0 , the spe tral bound s(A) < 0. By [EN99, Theorem 6.1.14℄, the
ondition s(A) < 0 a tually implies exponential stability of T (·)x for every x ∈ D(A),
and it even implies exponential stability of (T (t))t≥0 itself if X is an Lp spa e, [ABHN01,
Theorem 5.3.6℄.
By the mean ergodi theorem, the stability ondition from Corollary 7.2 is equivalent
to saying that C ∞ (A) ⊂ Rg A. Clearly, it annot be repla ed by the mere ondition that
Rg A is dense in X as the isometri shift semigroup on L2 (R) shows. However, in some
ases, the ondition Rg A = X hara terises stability, [Nag86, C-IV Theorem 1.5℄.
(Positive, norm ontinuous semigroups). If A generates a positive, eventually norm- ontinuous and bounded C0 -semigroup on a Bana h latti e, then the semigroup is stable if and only if Rg A is dense.

Theorem 7.3

Note that the eventual norm ontinuity of the semigroup implies σ(A) ∩ iR ⊂ {0} by
e.g. [Nag86, C-III Proposition 2.9, Corollary 2.13℄, so that Theorem 7.3 dire tly follows
from the ABLV theorem.
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Another dire tion in the resear h on stability of positive semigroups is based on the
on ept of domination. There are three variants of this on ept in the literature.
Let (T (t))t≥0 and (S(t))t≥0 be C0 semigroups on a Bana h latti e X
with generators A and B, respe tively. Assume that (S(t))t≥0 is positive.

Definition 7.4.

(i) We say that (T (t))t≥0 is dominated by (S(t))t≥0 if |T (t)x| ≤ S(t)|x| for every
x ∈ X.
(ii) We say that A is resolvent dominated by B if |R(λ, A)x| ≤ R(λ, B)|x| for every
x ∈ X and every λ > 0 su iently large.
(iii) We say that (T (t))t≥0 is asymptoti ally dominated by (S(t))t≥0 whenever
limt→∞ k(S(t)x − T (t)x)− k = 0 for every positive x ∈ X , or, equivalently,
limt→∞ dist(S(t)x − T (t)x, X+ ) = 0.

Clearly, (i) implies (ii), and both onditions are equivalent if X is σ -order omplete,
[Nag86, p. 269℄. At the same time, (iii) is stri tly weaker than (ii). Indeed, any onvergent
(positive) semigroup is asymptoti ally dominated by the onstant semigroup, but learly
its generator may not be, in general, resolvent dominated by 0, the generator of the
onstant semigroup.
It is natural to expe t that stability properties of dominated semigroups are inherited
by those of the dominating semigroups. This appears to be true even for asymptoti
domination, [EKRW01, Theorem 4.5℄.

Let X be a Bana h latti e with order ontinuous norm, let (T (t))t≥0
and (S(t))t≥0 be positive semigroups on X , and assume that (T (t))t≥0 is asymptoti ally
dominated by (S(t))t≥0. If (S(t))t≥0 is stable, then (T (t))t≥0 is also stable.

Theorem 7.5.

A tually, Theorem 7.5 was proved in [EKRW01℄ with stability repla ed by onvergen e. If one repla es stability by onvergen e in Theorem 7.5, then it is shown in
[EKRW01, Example 4.7 (a)℄ that the positivity of both semigroups, i.e. also of the dominated semigroup, is ne essary in general. It is not lear whether the positivity of (T (t))t≥0
is also ne essary in Theorem 7.5 as we stated it here.
Inheritan e of stability assuming resolvent domination seems to be more di ult
to establish. However, by [RW00℄ (see also [RW97℄), resolvent domination allows one
to dedu e stability of the dominated semigroup from pure spe tral onditions on the
generator of the dominating semigroup.
In general, one an also study stability of positive semigroups on ordered Bana h
spa es with a normal one. Typi al examples of ordered Bana h spa es with a normal
one whi h are not Bana h latti es are C ∗ -algebras. Stability of positive C0 -semigroups
on C ∗ -algebras with unit admits a simple hara terisation, [GN81, Satz 3.2℄.
(Groh-Neubrander). Let (T (t))t≥0 be a positive C0 -semigroup on a C ∗ algebra A with unit. Then (T (t))t≥0 is exponentially stable, i.e. the exponential growth
bound ω0 (A) < 0, if and only if it is weakly stable, i.e. w − limt→∞ T (t)x = 0 for every
x ∈ A.
Theorem 7.6

The proof of Theorem 7.6 is based on the fa t that ω0 (A) ∈ σp (A∗ ) if ω0 (A) > −∞.
The result is not true for C ∗ -algebras without unit as the example of the weakly stable
left-shift semigroup on C0 (R) shows.
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Positive semigroups on L1 or C(K). The L1 spa e (or abstra tly any AL spa e)

is distinguished from other Bana h latti es by the fa t that the norm is additive on the
positive one. This helps to estimate integrals of positive fun tions. So if a Bana h latti e
X is an L1 -spa e, then Theorem 7.3 an be strengthened, [S h74, p. 347℄, [Nag86, C-IV,
Proposition 1.7℄.
(Positive semigroups on L1 ). If A generates a
an L1 spa e, then the semigroup is stable if and

positive and bounded C0 only if Rg A is dense.
semigroup on
Proof. The ne essity part follows from the mean ergodi theorem. To prove the other
Theorem 7.7

dire tion, let f ∈ L1 be positive. By the mean ergodi theorem,

0 = lim hλR(λ, A)f, 1iL1 ×L∞
λ→0+
Z ∞
= lim λ
e−λt hT (t)f, 1iL1 ×L∞ dt
λ→0+
Z0 ∞
e−λt kT (t)f kL1 dt.
= lim λ
λ→0+

0

1
Passing to an equivalent norm k · k on L
whi h (T (t))t≥0 is ontra tive, we nd that
R ∞for−λt
limt→∞ kT (t)f k exists and limλ→0+ λ 0 e kT (t)f k dt = 0. By the regularity of the
Abel summation, this implies that T (·)f is stable for every positive f . Sin e the one is
generating, (T (t))t≥0 is stable.

Con rete situations where Theorem 7.7 an be applied one may nd in [ABB92℄ and
[Bat92℄. The interesting relations between domination and stability of C0 -semigroups on
L1 spa es are dis ussed in [Ouh97℄.
Stability theory of C0 -semigroups on C(K), where K is a ompa t Hausdor spa e,
has also several spe i features. Sin e C(K) is a ( ommutative) C ∗ -algebra with unit,
Theorem 7.6 implies that a stable C0 -semigroup on C(K) is ne essarily exponentially
stable. However, in this parti ular situation, more an be said.
The following result is due to Choquet & Foia³ [CF75, Théorème 1, Remarque 5℄; see
[MT93, Corollaire 2.4℄ for a ontinuous version.
Theorem 7.8. Let (T (t))t≥0 be a positive C0 -semigroup on C(K), and let f ∈ C(K) be
stri tly positive. Then (T (t))t≥0 is exponentially stable if and only if w-limt→∞ T (t)f = 0.

Note that T (t)f = Mf−1 S(t)1, where Mf g := f g and the positive C0 -semigroup
(S(t))t≥0 is dened by S(t) = Mf T (t)Mf−1 . Thus it su es to prove Theorem 7.8 for
f = 1. The statement follows from the spe ial properties of the orbit (T (t)1)t≥0 and the
fa t that kT (t)k = kT (t)1k.
As above, Theorem 7.8 fails, if one repla es C(K) by C0 (Ω) for some lo ally ompa t
Hausdor spa e Ω, or if the stri t positivity of f is violated [CF75, Remarque 5℄.
The above theorem shows that it is of interest to study stability properties of (T (t))t≥0
for whi h the orbit T (·)1 is not stable, e.g. for Markov semigroups (i.e. T (t)1 = 1,
t ≥ 0). Note that for individual orbits of su h semigroups weak stability and stability
are in general not equivalent; see [Jam70, p. 369℄ or [CF75, Remarque 5℄ for illustrative
examples. But these types of stability are equivalent under the additional assumption of
irredu ibility of (T (t))t≥0 .
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Given a C0 -semigroup (T (t))t≥0 of ontra tions on C(K), we all a set E ⊂ K invariant if for every x ∈ E and every t ≥ 0 we have supp T (t)∗ δx ⊂ E. The semigroup is alled
irredu ible on C(K) if the only invariant subsets are K and the empty set. This denition

of irredu ibility is equivalent to the one for positive semigroups on general Bana h latti es
(see [S h74, Nag86℄ for that denition).
The following statement was proved by Jamison in the ontext of Markov operators,
[Jam70℄. Its generalisation for nonpositive operators was obtained by Sine in [Sin89,
Theorem 2℄. We state the ontinuous version whi h an be derived from the dis rete one
easily.
(Sine). Let (T (t))t≥0 be an irredu ible ontra tion C0 -semigroup on
and let f ∈ C(K). Then T (·)f is stable if and only if w-limt→∞ T (t)f = 0.

Theorem 7.9

C(K),

The example from [Jam70, p. 369℄ shows that the ondition of irredu ibility annot be
omitted in Theorem 7.9 even if (T (t))t≥0 is a Markov semigroup. Moreover, the statement
fails if C(K) is repla ed by C0 (Ω). However, weaker notions of irredu ibility still allow one
to keep the on lusion of Theorem 7.9; we refer to [Wit88℄ for details. Con erning stability
and onvergen e of irredu ible semigroups on L1 spa es see also [Nag86, p. 346349℄.
There is another kind of ondition whi h is suitable for the study of onvergen e of
Markov operators [Rub77, Theorem 12℄.

Let T be a Markov operator on C(K). Assume that the xed
points of T separate the points of K. Then (T n )n≥0 is onvergent if and only if it is mean
ergodi .
Theorem 7.10

(Rubinov).

By means of the abstra t Theorem 3.2, various other stability onditions for Markov
operators were obtained in [Lin74℄. We will not state them here, sin e their formulation
would require probabilisti terms going far beyond the s ope of the survey. Re ently,
the onvergen e properties of Markov operators were also investigated from a measuretheoreti point of view in [Fog99℄.
Stability of semigroups on Hilbert
spa es is perhaps the ni est part of the theory of stability. The spe ial geometri properties
of Hilbert spa es, e.g. the validity of Plan herel's theorem, and of operators on Hilbert
spa es (normal operators, hyponormal operators, ontra tions on Hilbert spa es) have
lead to a variety of stability results, some of whi h are even hara terising stability in
terms of resolvent onditions.
Moreover, the study of stability of semigroups on Hilbert spa es is of independent
interest in operator theory, e.g. for the invariant subspa e problem. However, despite
several partial positive results it is still not known whether a stable T ∈ L(X) with
nonempty boundary spe trum has a nontrivial invariant subspa e; see [Mül03℄, [Mül05℄.
The invariant subspa e problem is also open for the opposite lass of power bounded T
for whi h all orbits are not stable, [Kér89℄, [KV03℄ (if, however, T and T ∗ are non-stable,
then it is known that T (and T ∗ ) has an invariant subspa e, [SNF70, Theorem II.5.4℄).
This may serve as an indi ation that stable operator semigroups are still not fully
understood. Note that stability theory and invariant subspa e theory have many methods
8. Stability of semigroups on Hilbert spa es.
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and te hniques in ommon. As illustrative works we mention [Atz84℄, [Bea88℄, [AE98℄
and [Kér99℄.
We start with a dis ussion of resolvent stability onditions. The following statement
is a renement of the global integrability riterion from Theorem 6.3. Its parti ular ase
with γ = 1 has been proved in [Tom01, Theorem 3.1℄.
(Global integrability riterion). Let A be the generator of a bounded C0 on a Hilbert spa e X . Then the semigroup is stable if and only if for some
every x from a dense subset of X ,
Z
1
lim
kαγ− 2 R(α + iβ, A)γ xk2 dβ = 0.

Theorem 8.1

semigroup
γ > 12 and
(8.1)

α→0+

R

Proof. By hanging the norm on X , we may without loss of generality assume that the

semigroup (T (t))t≥0 generated by A is a ontra tion semigroup. Note that X need not
be a Hilbert spa e for the new norm, but it is isomorphi to a Hilbert spa e, and the
Fourier transform is still an isomorphism on L2 (R; X) by Plan herel's theorem.
If (T (t))t≥0 is a ontra tion semigroup, then limt→∞ kT (t)xk exists for every x ∈ X .
By an abelian theorem and Plan herel's theorem,
Z ∞
lim kT (t)xk2 = lim
α2γ−1 t2γ−2 e−2αt kT (t)xk2 dt
t→∞
α→0 0
Z
1
kαγ− 2 R(α + iβ, A)γ xk2 dβ.
≤ C lim
α→0

R

This proves the ne essity part. The su ien y part is proved similarly.

One an use the hara terisation of generators of bounded semigroups on Hilbert
spa es due to Gomilko [Gom99, Theorem 1℄ and Shi & Feng [SF00, Theorem 1.1, Theorem
4.1℄ in order to drop the boundedness ondition on the semigroup in Theorem 8.1 and to
repla e it by a pure resolvent ondition.

Let A be a losed, densely dened, linear operator on X su h that C+ ⊂
̺(A), and let γ ∈ ( 21 , 2). Then A generates a stable semigroup if and only if
Theorem 8.2.

(8.2)

sup
α>0

and for every x ∈ X
(8.3)

Z

R

lim

α→0+

3

kα 2 −γ R(α + iβ, A∗ )2−γ xk2 dβ < ∞,
Z

R

1

kαγ− 2 R(α + iβ, A)γ xk2 dβ = 0.

The onditions (8.2) and (8.3) are learly ne essary by the Plan herel theorem and an
argument similar to that of the proof of Theorem 8.1. For the proof of their su ien y,
observe that (8.2) and (8.3) imply
Z
sup α |hR2 (α + iβ, A)x, yi| dβ < ∞, x, y ∈ X,
α>0

R

by Young's inequality. Then, by [Gom99℄ or [SF00℄, A generates a bounded semigroup,
and we obtain the stability of (T (t))t≥0 from Theorem 8.1.
Using Theorem 8.2 with γ = 1, Guo & Zwart have shown that it provides a geometri stability riterion for C0 -semigroups with generator A in terms of solvability of the
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Lyapunov equations
(8.4)

(A − sI)∗ Q(s) + Q(s)(A − sI) = −I on D(A) and

(8.5)

(A − sI)Q̃(s) + Q̃(s)(A − sI)∗ = −I on D(A∗ )

for all s > 0; see [GZ06, Theorem 2.8℄. Their result is somewhat parallel to the well known
hara terisation of exponential stability of semigroups in terms of Lyapunov equations.
(Guo-Zwart). Let A be a losed, densely dened, linear operator on a
Hilbert spa e X . Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) A generates a stable C0 -semigroup.
(ii) For every s > 0 there exist positive solutions Q(s), Q̃(s) ∈ L(X) of the Lyapunov
equations (8.4) and (8.5), respe tively, su h that
(a) sup {ksQ(s)k, ksQ̃(s)k : s > 0} < ∞ and
(b) lims→0+ hsQ(s)x, xi = 0 for every x ∈ H.

Theorem 8.3

The pointwise resolvent ondition as well as the orresponding range stability ondition from Se tions 6 and 9 an be improved for semigroups on Hilbert spa e as the
following statement shows.

Theorem 8.4 (Pointwise riterion). Let A be the generator of a bounded C0 -semigroup
on a Hilbert spa e X .
(i) If there exists a dense set M ⊂ X su h that

(8.6)
(ii)
(8.7)

lim

α→0+

√

αR(α + iβ, A)x = 0

then the semigroup is stable.
If
\

β∈R

for every x ∈ M and every β ∈ R,

1

Rg (iβ − A) 2

is dense in X,

then the semigroup is stable.
Theorem 8.4 (i) was obtained in [Tom01, Theorem 3.4℄ by using the method of limit
isometri groups; we give a dierent proof in Se tion 9 below (Theorem 9.1). Theorem
8.4 (ii) is a onsequen e of part (i) and an be found in [CT03, Proposition 6.1℄. Note
that the range ondition (8.7) is weaker than the range ondition (6.2) from Theorem
6.2; this an be seen by onsidering Examples 2.4 and 2.5, [CT03℄. Also the ondition
(8.6) is a priori not stronger than the orresponding Bana h spa e ondition (6.1) by the
abstra t Hardy-Landau inequality, [Tom01, Remark 4.11℄. It is an open problem whether
the stability onditions from Theorem 8.4 (i) or (ii) are also ne essary for stability.
Contra tions on Hilbert spa es have a ri h spe tral theory based on unitary dilations and fun tional model approa hes. So the results given above an be improved and
omplemented for the lass of ontra tion semigroups.
Re all that if (T (t))t≥0 is a C0 -semigroup of ontra tions on a Hilbert spa e H, then
there is a unitary C0 -group (U (t))t∈R on a Hilbert spa e K ⊃ H su h that PH U (t) =
T (t), t ≥ 0, where PH is the orthogonal proje tion onto H. Any su h group (U (t))t∈R is
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alled a dilation of (T (t))t≥0 , and among all dilations there exists a minimal one in the
W
sense that K = t∈R U (t)H.
Foguel expressed stability and onvergen e of a C0 -semigroup (T (t))t≥0 of ontra tions
in geometri terms by means of the orresponding minimal unitary dilation (U (t))t∈R ,
[Fog71, Corollary 1, Theorem 4℄. His hara terisation of stability and onvergen e is very
similar to the hara terisation in terms of limit isometri groups or omplete traje tories.
For a dis ussion of relations between limit isometri semigroups and minimal unitary
T
W
dilations see [Kér89℄. Let H∞ := t≥0 t>s U (−s)H.

A ontra tion semigroup on a Hilbert spa e H is stable if and only if
H∞ = {0}. Moreover, the semigroup is onvergent if and only if the minimal unitary
dilation is onstant on H∞ .
In [Put75, Theorem 3℄ a stability result for ohyponormal operators is proved, i.e. for
Theorem 8.5.

operators T on a Hilbert spa e su h that T T ∗ −T ∗ T ≥ 0. Note that a ohyponormal power
bounded operator is ne essarily a ontra tion. A short proof of the following statement
has been given in [Oku77℄ and [KV94℄.
Theorem 8.6

(Putnam).

then (T n )n≥0 is stable.

If T is a ompletely nonunitary ohyponormal ontra tion,

Putnam's approa h to Theorem 8.6 is of interest here sin e it follows ideas similar to
those behind the pointwise resolvent onditions from this survey. We present a variant
of his approa h using a short argument due to Radjabalipour [Rad76℄. Observe that for
every z ∈ C

(T − z)(T ∗ − z̄) ≥ (T − z)(T ∗ − z̄) − (T ∗ − z̄)(T − z) ≥ T T ∗ − T ∗ T := D2 ≥ 0,

where the last inequality holds by the ohyponormality of T . By the Douglas majorization
riterion [Dou66℄, for every z ∈ C there exists a ontra tion C(z) su h that

(8.8)

(T − z)C(z) = D.

The global boundedness of C(·) is used in [Put75℄ to show that Rg D ⊂ {x ∈ X :
limn→∞ T n x = 0}. Sin e T is ompletely nonunitary, Rg D is dense in X and therefore
(T n )n≥0 is stable.
Note that the equation (8.8) alone together with the density of Rg D already su es
to obtain stability of (T n )n≥0 by, for example, Corollary 6.2.
If A is the generator of a semigroup of ompletely nonunitary ontra tions, then the
ondition (8.6) hara terises stability, but even a little bit more is true. This hara terisation of stability has been proved in [Tom01, p. 7576℄, but see also [BL95, Theorem 5℄
where the hara terisation is proved with a on rete set M . The proof in [Tom01℄ is based
on Theorem 8.5 together with some additional properties of the orthogonal proje tion
onto H∞ found in [Fog71℄. It is ru ial that the generator of the minimal unitary dilation
of a semigroup of ompletely nonunitary ontra tions has absolutely ontinuous spe tral
measure.

Let A be the generator of a C0 -semigroup of ompletely nonunitary ontra tions on a Hilbert spa e X . Then the following are true:

Theorem 8.7.
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(i)

The semigroup is stable if and only if there exists a dense set M ⊂ X su h that
√
lim αR(α + iβ, A)x = 0 for every x ∈ M and almost every β ∈ R.
α→0+

(ii)

If there exists a set E ⊂ R of measure 0 su h that
\
1
Rg (iβ − A) 2 is dense in X,
β∈R\E

(iii)

then the semigroup is stable.
If the boundary spe trum of A has measure 0, then the semigroup is stable.

As in Theorem 8.4, part (ii) is a onsequen e of part (i) and an be proved along the
lines of [CT03, Corollary 6.1℄. The last statement of Theorem 8.7 an already be found in
[SNF70, Proposition 6.7, p. 85℄. It an be used to dedu e a dis rete version of the ABLV
theorem for Hilbert spa e ontra tions, [Gil70, Proposition 2℄. At the end, we turn to a
variational ondition for stability.

Let A be densely dened, losed linear operator on a Hilbert spa e X . If
is normal, and if
(8.9)
Re (Ax, x) < 0 for all x ∈ D(A),
then A generates a stable C0 -semigroup of ontra tions.
Theorem 8.8.

A

If A is a multipli ation operator on an L2 spa e, then the above theorem is easy to
prove. Thus, the theorem is an immediate onsequen e of the spe tral theorem for (unbounded) normal operators on separable Hilbert spa es ([RS80, Theorem VIII.4, p. 260℄)
saying that A is unitarily equivalent to a multipli ation operator.
The normality assumption on A in Theorem 8.8 an be dropped if one knows that
the semigroup generated by A is asymptoti ally almost periodi or if A has ompa t
resolvent. See [ABHN01, p. 360361℄ for the relevant dis ussion of these two properties
of A.
In Dja£enko [Dja80℄, Theorem 8.8 is stated without the assumption that A is normal,
but then it be omes false as the following example shows.
Example 8.9. Consider the shift semigroup (S(t))t≥0 from Example 2.4 on the Hilbert
spa e X = L2 (R+ ; w(t) dt), but with weight w(t) = 1 + e−t , t ≥ 0. A simple integration
by parts shows that the generator D = −d/dt of this semigroup satises the ondition
(8.9). However, for every nonzero f ∈ X one has lim supt→∞ kS(t)f k > 0.

Other examples of this kind an be found in [BL95℄. However, if a losed, densely
dened linear operator A satises (8.9), then there is another Hilbert spa e K ontaining
X su h that A generates a stable semigroup on K , [BL95, Theorem 2℄.

In many of the
stability results up to now, espe ially those based on spe tral onditions or resolvent
onditions, the Fourier transform has played a entral role in the proofs. For example, in
the proofs of the tauberian theorems whi h we have presented (Ingham's theorem and
its variants) Parseval's identity and the Lemma of Riemann-Lebesgue were the ore. In
some of the stability results for semigroups on Hilbert spa es, the validity of Plan herel's

9. Stability of semigroups on Bana h spa es with Fourier type.
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theorem for Hilbert spa e valued L2 fun tions was essential, and sin e, by Plan herel, the
Fourier transform is an isomorphism on L2 , we even obtained some hara terisations of
stability in terms of resolvent onditions. Heuristi ally, the reason why all these arguments
work is that the Fourier transform of bounded semigroup orbits is the distributional
boundary value of the orresponding lo al resolvents on the imaginary axis or the unit
ir le, respe tively.
It is thus not surprising that in Bana h spa es in whi h the Fourier transform preserves
good geometri properties we are able to obtain better stability results, at least better
than the pointwise and the integral stability results from Se tion 6. Among su h Bana h
spa es are the Bana h spa es with nontrivial Fourier type.
We say that a Bana h spa e X has Fourier type p ∈ [1, 2] if the Fourier transform
on S(R; X) (the ve tor-valued S hwartz spa e) extends to a bounded linear operator
from Lp (R; X) into Lq (R; X), i.e. if the Hausdor-Young inequality holds. By the Lemma
of Riemann-Lebesgue, every Bana h spa e X has the trivial Fourier type p = 1. Thus,
by interpolation, if X has Fourier type p ∈ [1, 2], then it has Fourier type p′ for every
p′ ∈ [1, p]. A Bana h spa e has Fourier type p = 2 (i.e. Plan herel's Theorem holds) if
and only if it is isomorphi to a Hilbert spa e. By [Bou82℄, a Bana h spa e has nontrivial
Fourier type if and only if it is B- onvex; see also [Bou82℄ for a denition of B- onvexity.
If a Bana h spa e X has Fourier type p ∈ [1, 2], then the dual X ∗ has the same Fourier
type p. For all these fa ts we refer to the re ent survey [GKKT98℄.

Pointwise resolvent onditions. The rst result is in the spirit of the pointwise resolvent onditions from Theorem 6.1 (Bana h spa e ase) and Theorem 8.4 (i) (Hilbert
spa e ase), and it has been proved in [BCT05, Theorem 5.7℄. It is an improvement of
[CT04, Theorem 4.2℄. Note that Theorem 8.4 (i) is Theorem 9.1 in the ase p = 2.

9.1.

(Pointwise resolvent ondition). Let A be the generator of a bounded C0 p
semigroup on a Bana h spa e X having Fourier type p ∈ (1, 2]. Let q := p−1
be the
onjugate exponent. Assume that there exists a dense set M ⊂ X su h that for every
β ∈ R and every x ∈ M
Theorem 9.1

(9.1)

1

lim kα q R(α + iβ, A)xk = 0.

α→0+

Then the semigroup is stable.

The proof of Theorem 9.1 presented below is very similar to the proof of [BCT02,
Theorem 6.3℄.

Proof of Theorem 9.1. Denote the semigroup by T . Let F : R → X ∗ be a bounded

omplete traje tory for the adjoint semigroup T ∗ , let x ∈ M , and let f := hF, xi. Let F̂
and fˆ be the Carleman transforms of F and f , respe tively.
By the resolvent identity (3.1) (Proposition 3.5), for every α > 0 and every β ∈ R,
1
1
|fˆ(α + iβ) − fˆ(−α + iβ)| = |2hα p F̂ (−α + iβ), α q R(α + iβ, A)xi|
where

≤ G(α + iβ) H(α + iβ),
1

G(α + iβ) := k2α p F̂ (−α + iβ)k
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and

1

H(α + iβ) := kα q R(α + iβ, A)xk.

By the boundedness of F and the Hausdor-Young inequality,
(9.2)

sup kG(α + i·)kLq (R) < ∞.

α>0

Moreover, from the assumption (9.1), the resolvent identity and the boundedness of
the semigroup (T (t))t≥0 we obtain for every θ0 ∈ (0, π2 ) and every β ∈ I

H(α + iβ ′ )

lim sup
α→0+
|β ′ −β|≤α tan θ0

≤
≤

lim sup
α→0+
|β ′ −β|≤α tan θ0


1
kα q R(α + iβ ′ , A) − R(α + iβ, A) xk
1

lim sup
α→0+
|β ′ −β|≤α tan θ0

kα tan θ0 R(α + iβ ′ , A) α q R(α + iβ, A)xk
1

≤ tan θ0 sup kT (t)k lim sup kα q R(α + iβ, A)xk = 0.
α→0+

t≥0

It follows from this inequality, the boundedness of F and (9.2) that we an apply Theorem 2.3 in order to see that the Carleman transform fˆ extends analyti ally through the
imaginary axis to an entire fun tion.
By [Prü93, Proposition 0.5 (i)℄ and the uniqueness of the Fourier transform, f =
hF, xi = 0. Sin e M is dense in X , this implies F = 0, i.e. there is no nontrivial bounded
omplete traje tory for T ∗ . By Theorem 3.2, the semigroup T is stable.
As a orollary to Theorem 9.1 one obtains the following, [BCT05, Corollary 5.10℄,
[CT04, Corollary 4.6℄.

Corollary 9.2 (Range ondition). Let A be the generator of a bounded C0 -semigroup
on a Bana h spa e X having Fourier type p ∈ (1, 2]. If
\
1
Rg (iβ − A) p is dense in X,
(9.3)

β∈R

then the semigroup is stable.

Optimality of pointwise resolvent onditions. It has been shown in [CT03, Se tion 4℄
that the Corollaries 6.2 and 9.2 are optimal in the following senses.
If one onsiders the isometri (nonstable) shift group with generator D on X = Lq (R)
(1 < q < ∞) or on X = C0 (R), then, by [CT03, Proposition 4.10℄, for every 1 < q ≤ ∞
and every γ ∈ (0, q−1
q ) the spa e
\
Rg (iβ − A)γ is dense in X.
9.2.

β∈R

q
If q ≥ 2, then the spa e X has Fourier type p := q−1
. This example shows that one
annot expe t better exponents (better than the exponent γ = p1 ) in Corollary 9.2.
On the other hand, while the onditions (6.2) and (9.3) annot not be improved,
in the sense that the exponent γ = p1 annot be hosen smaller, they are in general
also not ne essary for stability. If D is the generator of the stable right-shift semigroup
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from Example 2.4 on the spa e Xp = Lp (R+ ; w(t)dt) (1 ≤ p < ∞) with weight w(t) =
(ln(e + t))−1 , then for every γ ∈ ( p−1
p , 1] and every interval J ⊂ R
\
(9.4)
Rg (iβ − D)γ = {0}.
β∈J

Thus, if p ∈ [1, 2), then Xp has Fourier type p and p1 > p−1
p . By (9.4), the ondition (9.3)
in Corollary 9.2 is not satised, [CT03, Proposition 4.3℄.
Similarly, in Example 2.5, for the same hoi e of the weight w and the parameter p,
one has
\
Rg (iβ − D) is not dense in Xp ;
β∈J

see [CT03, Proposition 4.7℄. In this example, D generates even a C0 -group of sublinear
growth and is a generalized s alar.
Note that these examples only show that range onditions of the types (6.2) and (9.3)
are not ne essary for stability if the Fourier type is smaller than 2. As already mentioned
above, these examples do not seem to provide ounterexamples for the possibility that
the range ondition (8.7) is ne essary for stability of semigroups in Hilbert spa es.

9.3. Integral resolvent onditions. The integral resolvent onditions from Se tion 6 an
be improved in Bana h spa es with nontrivial Fourier type [CT03, Theorem 3.1, Theorem
3.3℄. The proof of the rst stability result follows the lines of the proof of the orresponding statement in Theorem 8.1, repla ing Plan herel's theorem by the Hausdor-Young
inequality or the Lemma of Riemann-Lebesgue. The proof of the se ond stability result
is very similar to the proof of Theorem 6.4 and is based on Theorem 3.2.

(Global integrability riterion). Let A be the generator of a bounded C0 semigroup on a Bana h spa e X having Fourier type p ∈ [1, 2]. If, for some γ > p1 and
for every x from a dense subset of X ,

Theorem 9.3

(9.5)

lim

α→0+

then the semigroup is stable.

Z

R

1

kαγ− p R(α + iβ, A)γ xkp dβ = 0,

Theorem 9.4 (Lo al integrability riterion). Let A be the generator of a bounded C0 semigroup on a Bana h spa e X having Fourier type p ∈ (1, 2]. Let q be the onjugate
exponent. Assume that for every β ∈ R there exists an open neighbourhood U ⊂ R of β
and a dense set M ⊂ X su h that

(9.6)

lim

α→0+

Z

U

1

kα q R(α + iβ ′ , A)xkp dβ ′ = 0

for every x ∈ M.

Then the semigroup is stable.
We remark that there are other geometri properties of Bana h spa es whi h an also
be of value for stability theory. The relevan e of the analyti Radon-Nikodym property
was shown in [Chi98℄ and [HN99℄, and the more general analyti Riemann-Lebesgue
property was introdu ed and applied to the study of stability in [BC02℄. We refer to
these papers for the orresponding denitions and pre ise statements.
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We remark at the end of this se tion that B- onvex Bana h spa es in onne tion with
stability of individual orbits of semigroups have also been studied in [HN99℄ and [Wro99℄.
Parti ularly interesting for appli ations are
the so- alled evolution semigroups. They help to study qualitative properties of evolution
families whi h are usually asso iated with nonautonomous abstra t Cau hy problems of
the form

10. Stability of evolution semigroups.

(10.1)

u′ (t) = A(t)u(t), t ≥ s ≥ 0,

u(s) = x.

We all a family (U (t, s))t≥s≥0 ⊂ L(X) an evolution family if U (t, t) = I , U (t, s) =
U (t, r)U (r, s) and if U (·, ·)x is ontinuous for all t ≥ r ≥ s ≥ 0 and all x ∈ X .
Wellposedness of the problem (10.1) should a tually be equivalent to the existen e of
an evolution family the orbits of whi h are the unique mild solutions of (10.1). However,
we emphasise that the notion of mild solutions of the Cau hy problem (10.1) is not
uniquely dened in the literature and it is in some ases not satisfa tory. We will not go
into details here and will just assume that an evolution family is given.
If su h an evolution family (U (t, s))t≥s≥0 on a Bana h spa e X is exponentially
bounded, then
(
U (s, s − t)f (s − t), s ≥ t,
(Tp (t)f )(s) =
t, s ≥ 0, f ∈ Ep ,
0,
s < t,
denes a C0 -semigroup on Ep := Lp (R+ ; X) (1 ≤ p < ∞), and on E∞ := C00 (R+ ; X)
(the spa e of ontinuous fun tions vanishing at 0 and at innity). That semigroup is alled
the evolution semigroup asso iated with (U (t, s))t≥s≥0 . We denote by Gp its generator.
It is known that the evolution semigroups ree t qualitative properties of the orresponding evolution family. For example, exponential stability or exponential di hotomy of
an evolution family an be hara terised in terms of exponential stability or exponential
di hotomy of the asso iated evolution semigroup. Sin e the spe tral mapping theorem
holds for evolution semigroups, one an even hara terise exponential stability or exponential di hotomy of evolution families in terms of the lo ation of the spe trum of the
generator of the asso iated evolution semigroup. For all these results, we refer to [CL99℄.
The fa t that also mere stability of evolution families an be hara terised by stability
of the asso iated evolution semigroups has been proved in [BCT02, Theorem 2.2℄. Note
that we say that an evolution family (U (t, s))t≥s≥0 is stable if limt→∞ U (t, s)x = 0 for all
s ∈ R+ and all x ∈ X .
In Theorem 10.1 below we all a fun tion F : R− → X ∗ a omplete traje tory for
the evolution family (U (−s, −t)∗ )s≤t≤0 if U (−s, −t)∗ F (s) = F (t) for all s ≤ t ≤ 0. This
denition of a omplete traje tory diers from the orresponding denition in Se tion 3.2
in that F is only dened on the half-line R− . However, in the autonomous ase, i.e.
when U (t, s) = T (t − s) for some C0 -semigroup (T (t))t≥0 , a omplete traje tory for
(U (−s, −t)∗ )s≤t≤0 an be uniquely extended to a omplete traje tory for (T (t)∗ )t≥0 on
R by dening F (t) = T (t)∗ F (0) for t ≥ 0.

Let (U (t, s))t≥s≥0 be a bounded evolution family on a Bana h spa e X ,
and let (Tp (t))t≥0 be the evolution semigroup asso iated with (U (t, s))t≥s≥0 on Ep

Theorem 10.1.
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(1 ≤ p ≤ ∞).

Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) The evolution family (U (t, s))t≥s≥0 is stable.
(2) If B ∗ denotes the unit ball in X ∗ , then the set
(10.2)

J ∗ :=

[ \

U (t, s)∗ (B ∗ )

s≥0 t≥s

is trivial, i.e. J = {0}.
(3) The evolution family (U (−s, −t)∗ )s≤t≤0 does not admit a bounded nontrivial omplete
traje tory.
(4) The semigroup (Tp (t))t≥0 is stable for some 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
(5) The semigroup (Tp (t))t≥0 is stable for all 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
(6) Rg G1 is dense in L1 (R+ ; X).
(7) The set
∗

is dense in

F := {f ∈ L1 (R+ ; X) : U ∗ f ∈ L1 (R+ ; X)}
Rt
L1 (R+ ; X), where (U ∗ f )(t) := 0 U (t, τ )f (τ ) dτ, t ∈ R+ .

The equivalen es (1)⇔(2)⇔(3) generalise Theorem 3.2 to the ase of bounded evolution families. The equivalen e (1)⇔(6) is based on the observation that Ker G1∗ onsists
of bounded omplete traje tories for (U ∗ (−s, −t))t≥s . Thus stability of (U (t, s))t≥s≥0 is
equivalent to the density of Rg G1 . It is not too di ult to show that Rg G1 = F and then
the equivalen e (6)⇔(7) is lear.
Note that the equivalen e (1)⇔(7) looks similar to Datko's hara terisation of exponential stability saying that (U (t, s))t≥s≥0 is exponentially stable if and only if the set
F from (7) is equal to L1 (R+ ; X). However, while in Datko's theorem one may repla e
p = 1 by any 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, one annot do this in Theorem 10.1 (7). For example, if X is
reexive and p ∈ (1, ∞), then the set

{f ∈ Lp (R+ ; X) : U ∗ f ∈ Lp (R+ ; X)}

is always dense in Lp (R+ ; X), due to the mean ergodi theorem.
The other equivalent statements are interesting for the study of stability of evolution families in terms of stability of semigroups. We also point out that the equivalen e
(5)⇔(6) looks very similar to the stability ondition for positive semigroups on L1 spa es
(Theorem 7.7).
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